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In a previous paper (J. Number Theory 51, 1995, 169209), the first author gave
a certain recursion formula for local densities. In this paper we give another type
of recursion formula. As an application we determine an explicit form of the
denominator of a formal power series defined in (Proc. Japan Acad. 70, 1994,
208211).  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Local densities of quadratic forms over a non-archimedean local field are
very important invariants in the arithmetic theory of quadratic forms, and
various types of recursion formulae for them have been investigated by
several authors. Among them, the first author [2] introduced the local
densities with congruence condition and obtained several recursion for-
mulae for them to give the denominator of a certain power series attached
to local densities for p{2. They are very effective to calculate the local
densities and give an explicit form of all local densities of quadratic forms
over the p-adic field for p{2 in principle. However the case p=2 is
excluded and it is only treated in case that the represented matrix is
diagonal.
In this paper, developing the methods in [2], we give the following two
results when p is any prime, the representing matrix is unimodular and the
represented matrix is arbitrary:
(1) a recursion formula for local densities,
(2) rationality and the explicit form of a denominator of power series
attached to local densities defined in [3].
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To be more precise, for a non-degenerate symmetric matrices S and T of
degree s and t (st1), respectively, with entries in the ring Zp of p-adic
integers, define a local density :p(T, S ) and a primitive local density
;p(T, S ) by
:p(T, S )= lim
e  
p&e(st&(t) ) *Ae(T, S ),
and
;p(T, S )= lim
e  
p&e(st&(t) ) *Be(T, S ),
respectively, where
Ae(T, S )=[X # Mst(ZppeZp); S[X ]#T mod pe]
and
Be(T, S )=[X # Ae(T, S ); X is primitive],
with S[X ]= tXSX and (t) =t(t+1)2. Here X is said to be primitive if its
reduction modulo p has the maximal rank. It should be noted that the
value of :p(T, S ) for an even integral unimodular S is very important in
view of the Fourier coefficient of SiegelEisenstein series.
To simplify the argument we shall assume S is an even integral
unimodular matrix. Let S (r) denote the even unimodular matrix of degree
s&2r and of determinant (&1)r det(S ). As is well known, S (r) is uniquely
determined up to equivalence over Zp . Then our formula, roughly speaking,
expresses as
:p(T, S )&p&s+t+1:p(T[ p&1 = Et&], S )=;p(0, S ) :
T $
c(T $) :p(T $, S (1)),
(0.1)
under some condition on T, where T $ runs over finitely many symmetric
matrices of degree t&1, Et&1 is the identity matrix of degree t&1, and
c(T $) are rational numbers determined explicitly such that
:
T $
c(T $)=1
(cf. Section 3). Here we understand that
p&1 = Et&1=\ p
&1
O
O
Et&1+ .
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The basic tool to get it is the recursion formula
:p(T, S )&p&s+t+1:p(T[ p&1 = Et&1], S )=;p(0, S ) :p(t&1; T, S (1)),
(0.2)
where
:p(t&1; T, S (1))= lim
e  
p&e((s&1)(t&1)&(t&1) ) *Ae(t&1; T, S (1))
with
Ae(t&1; T, S (1))
={X # Ms&t, t&1(ZppeZp); (S (1) = &T ) _\ XEt&1+&#Ot&1 mod pe=
(cf. Theorem 2.6). It should be noted that if T=t11 = T with T a symmetrc
matrix of degree t&1, :p(t&1; T, S (1)) coincides with :p(T , S (1) = &t11)
and the above formula is a certain generalization of [2, Proposition 3.6].
The above formula (0.2) will be shown in Section 2. We remark that the
formula (0.1) cannot be derived from [2, Proposition 3.6] in general. Our
formula (0.1) implies that there are many relations among the local den-
sities, and we can give an explicit form of a denominator of the power
series introduced in [4] under more general setting, which will be dis-
cussed in Section 4. Moreover our recursion formula (0.1) enables us to
reduce the calculation of :p(T, S ) for a general T to that of :p(T $, S ) for
a maximal matrix T $. Here T $ is said to be maximal if there is no square
matrix X such that det(X ) # pZp and T $[X&1] is a symmetric matrix with
entries in Zp . The value of :p(T $, S ) for a maximal matrix T $ is easy to
calculate, hence it may be possible to give an explicit formula of local
densites for some cases.
Notations. For a commutative ring R, we denote by Mmn(R) the ring of
(m, n)-matrices with entries in R. When m=0 or n=0, we understand
Mmn(R)=<. GLm(R) is the group of all invertible elements of Mm(R).
Further let Sm(R) denote the set of all symmetric matrices of size m with
entries in R. By Qp and Zp we denote the p-adic number field and the ring
of p-adic integers, respectively. For a set A, *A denotes the cardinality of
A. For U # Mm(Qp) and V # Mn(Qp), we put
U = V=\UO
O
V+ # Mm+n(Qp).
Let V be a Zp-free quadratic module of rank m with a basis [v1 , ..., vm],
Q( ) be the quadratic form of V, and B( , ) be the associated bilinear form.
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Then we write V=(S) for S=(B(vi , vj)). Note that V is uniquely deter-
mined by S up to isometry. Let V1 , ..., Vs be Zp-submodules of V. We write
V=V1 = } } } = Vs if V=V1 } } } Vs and B(Vi , Vj)=0 for i{j. Finally,
let & denote the normalised additive valuation on Qp .
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
For S # Sm(Zp), T # Sn(Zp), 5=(!i) # (ZppeZp)m, and a non-negative
integer e, we put (cf. [2])
Ae(T, S ; 5)=[X=(xij) # Ae(T, S ); xi1#!i mod pe for 1im].
Definition 1.1. We call an element T of Sn(Zp) or (T ) of level pl if l
is the least integer such that plT&1 is even integeral.
Proposition 1.2 [6, p. 91]. Let L=Zp[v1 , ..., vn] and M=Zp[w1 , ..., wn]
be quadratic lattices over Zp with rank L=rank M=n and suppose that
Qp L is regular. Let h be the level of the dual lattice L* of L, i.e.,
L*=[x # QpL ; B(x, L)/Zp]. If B(vi , vj)#B(wi , wj) mod ph+1Zp and
Q(vi)#Q(wi) mod 2ph+1Zp , then there exists an isometry ’ : L&M satis-
fying ’(vi)#wi mod ph+1M*.
For Zp-modules V and W, let HomZp(W, V ) be the set of Zp-homo-
morphisms from W to V. For an element , of HomZp(W, V ), we use the
same symbol , for the image of the natural projection ? : HomZp(W, V ) 
HomZp(W, V)Zpp
eZp . For quadratic modules V, W over Zp and an
integer e0, we set (cf. [2])
Le(W, V )=[, # HomZp(W, V )Zpp
eZp ;
B(,(w), ,(w$))#B(w, w$) mod pe for w, w$ # W].
Further, for a quadratic submodule W1 of W and ,1 # Le(W1 , V ) put
Le(W, V ; ,1)=[, # Le(W, V ); , | W1#,1 mod peV ],
where , | W1 denotes the restriction of , to W1 .
Let V=Zp[v1 , ..., vm] and W=Zp[w1 , ..., wn] be quadratic modules
over Zp satisfying (B(vi , vj))=S, (B(wi , wj))=T. Put ,1(w1)=mi=1 !ivi
with !i # Zp . Then it is easy to see that
*Le(W, V)=*Ae(T, S),
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and
*Le(W, V ; ,1)=*Ae(T, S ; (!i)).
Let V and W be as above, and V1 , V2 be quadratic submodules of V such
that V=V1V2 . Assume that the Zp-rank of V2 and W is equal. Let v=
[v1 , ..., vn], w=[w1 , ..., wn] be the Zp-basis of V2 and W, respectively.
Then we set
Le(W, V, V1 , V2; w, v)
=[, # Le(W, V ); PrV  Zp[vi] ,(wj)=$ijvi for 1i, jn],
where $ij is the Kronecker’s delta and PrV  Zp[vi] denotes the projection of
V to Zp[vi]. Further for W1=Zp[w1] and ,1 # Le(W1 , V ) such that
PrV  Zp[vi] ,1(w1)=$i1vi (1in) put
Le(W, V ; V1 , V2 ; w, v; W1 , ,1)=[, # Le(W, V ; V1 , V2 ; w, v); ,  W1=,1].
The above two sets depend on w, v as well as W, V, V1 and V2 . However
we have the following.
Proposition 1.3. Assume that W=Zp[w1 , ..., wn] is totally singular
and V=V1 = V2 where V2=Zp[v1 , ..., vn]. Let V$2=Zp[v$1 , ..., v$n] be a
quadratic module such that
B(vi$ , vj$)=&B(vi , vj) (1i, jn).
Then there exists a bijection from Le(W, V ; V1 , V2 ; w, v) to Le(V$2 , V1).
Further this induces a bijection from Le(W, V ; V1 , V2 ; w, v; Zp[v$1], ,1) to
Le(V$2 , V1 ; ,$1) where ,1 # Le(Zp[w1], V ) such that PrV  Zp[vi] ,1(w1)=$i1vi
for 1in and ,$1 # Le(Zp[v$1], V1) such that ,$1(v$1)=PrV  V1 ,1(w1).
Proof. Let , # Le(W, V ; V1 , V2; w, v). Take a basis [u1 , ..., um] for V1
and put
,(wj)= :
m
i=1
aijui+ :
n
i=1
bijvi with aij , bij # Zp ( j=1, ..., n).
Then we define a homomorphism ,$ from V$2 to V1 by ,$(vj$ )=mi=1 aij uj .
By the assumption of , and W, we have
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0=B(wj , wk)#B(,(wj), ,(wk))
#B \ :
m
i=1
aij ui+vj , :
m
i=1
aik ui+vk+
=B \ :
m
i=1
aij ui , :
m
i=1
aik ui++B(vj , vk)
=B(,$(vj$), ,$(v$k))&B(vj$, v$k) mod pe,
and this shows that ,$ belongs to Le(V$2 , V1). Then we define a mapping
from Le(W, V ; V1 , V2 ; w, v) to Le(V$2 , V1) by , [ ,$. Clearly this mapping
is a bijection and it induces the desired bijection. K
Let A and B be non-degenerate symmetric matrices of degree m and n,
respectively, with entries in Zp . For a non-negative integer r<m+n, put
Ae(r ; B, A)={X # Mm+n&r(ZppeZp); (A = &B) _\XEr+&#Or mod pe= ,
where Er is the identity matrix of degree r. Moreover, put
:p(r ; B, A)= lim
e  
p&e(((m+n&r) r&(r) )*Ae(r ; B, A).
This limit exists as will be shown in Theorem 2.6. Note that if B=b = B1 ,
then we have :p(n&1; B, A)=:p(B1 , A = (&b)).
Put
H=\01
1
0+ and Y=\
2
1
1
2+ .
If p{2, it is well known that a non-degenerate symmetric matrix is equiv-
alent over Zp to a unique matrix of the form
=ri=0 p
i(Vi = Ui),
where
Vi=H= } } } =H
li
with li0
and
Ui=<, (c) or (c1) = (c2) with c, c1 , c2 # Z_p and &c1c
&1
2  (Z
_
p )
2.
Here < denotes the empty matrix.
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If p=2, we review the result of Watson [8] in a modified way. A non-
degenerate symmetric matrix with entries in Z2 is equivalent over Z2 to a
unique matrix of the form
=ri=0 2i(Vi = Ui),
where
Vi=H= } } } =H
li
= Yi with li0 and Yi=< or Y
and
Ui==kij=1 cij with cij # Z
_
2 , 0ki2
satisfying the following conditions:
(C.1) ci1=1 or 3 if ki=1, and (ci1 , ci2)=(1, \1), (1, \3),
(&1, &1), or (&1, 3) if ki=2,
(C.2) ki=ki&2=0 if Yi&1=Y,
(C.3) &det Ui#1 mod 4 if Yi=Y and ki=2,
(C.4) (&1)ki&1 det Ui#1 mod 4 if ki+1{0, ki{0,
(C.5) Ui{&1 = &ci2 if ki&1{0,
(C.6) Ui=<, (1), 1 = \1, &1 = &1 if ki+2{0.
The matrix satisfying the above conditions (C.1)(C.6) is said to be
canonical form. Let the notation be as above, and i1 , ..., is be non-negative
integers such that i1< } } } <isr and deg(Uik = Vik)1 for k=1, ..., s.
Then we call (i1 , ..., is) the exponent.
2. A RECURSION FORMULA
In this section we will prove an essential proposition to get a recursion
formula.
Let A=V = U be a symmetric unimodular matrix with canonical form.
Let V== lH = Y$, where Y$=Y or < and U==jcj as above. Note that
if p{2, we have always Y$=<. Then for 0rl set
A(r)==l&rH = Y$ = U and A*=V.
Lemma 2.1. Let k1 , k2 , k3 and k be non-negative integers such that
k=3l=1 kl . Let K=Zp[z1 , ..., zk] be a quadratic module over Zp such that
(B(zi , zj))1i, jk=S = T,
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where S=V = U is a unimodular matrix as above such that deg V=k1
and deg U=k2 , and T=psT1 = T2 # Mk3(Zp) such that deg(T1)2 and
s2+$2p . Put K1=Zp[z1 , ..., zk1], K2=Zp[zk1+1 , ..., zk1+k2] and K3=
Zp[zk1+k2+1 , ..., zk].
For any elements ul # Kl (1l2) such that u1+u2 is primitive, we put
z$1=u1+u2+zk1+k2+1 .
(1) Assume that u1 is primitive and Q(u1+u2)#0 mod 2p, then there
exist elements [zi$]2ik of K such that
(a) z$2 # K1 and
\B(z$1 , z$1)B(z$2 , z$1)
B(z$1 , z$2)
B(z$2 , z$2)+=\
’1
’2
’2
0 +
with ’1 # 2Zp , ’2 # Z_p ,
(b) Zp[z$3 , ..., z$k1+k2] is isometric to (S
(1)) ,
(c) Zp[z$k1+k2+1 , ..., z$k] is isometric to K3 ,
(d) K=Zp[z$1 , z$2] = Zp[z$3 , ..., z$k1+k2] = Zp[z$k1+k2+1 , ..., z$k],
(e) z$j&zj # Zp[z1 , ..., zk1+k2+1] for k1+k2+1jk.
(2) Let p=2. Assume that u1#0 mod p and Q(u1+u2)#0 mod p3,
then there exist elements [z$i]2ik of K such that
(a) z$2 # K2 and
\B(z$1 , z$1)B(z$2 , z$1)
B(z$1 , z$2)
B(z$2 , z$2)+=\
’1
’2
’2
’3+
with ’1 # p3Zp , ’2 , ’3 # Z_p ,
(b) Zp[z$3 , ..., z$k1+k2] is a submodule of K1 = K2 isometric to (V) ,
(c) Zp[z$k1+k2+1 , ..., z$k] is isometric to K3 ,
(d) K=Zp[z$1 , z$2] = Zp[z$3 , ..., z$k1+k2] = Zp[z$k1+k2+1 , ..., z$k],
(e) zj$&zj # 2Zp[z1 , ..., zk1+k2+1] for k1+k2+1jk.
Proof. Put z$1=k1+k2i=1 aizi+zk1+k2+1 with ai # Zp and let r be the Witt
index of S.
(1) If ai0 mod p for some 1i2r, we take z$2=zi&1 or zi+1
according as i is even or odd. Next assume that k1>2r and ai#0 mod p
for all 1i2r. In this case we must have deg U=2. Without loss of
generality we may assume a2r+10 mod p. Then put z$2=z1&z2+z2r+2 or
z1&z2+z2r+1 according as p=2 or not. Then in both cases, z$2 satisfies the
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statement (a). Then by the same argument as that in the proof of [2,
Lemma 2.3] we can prove the assertion.
(2) In this case, we may assume that ak1+10 mod p. Then put
z$2=zk1+1 . Then such a z$2 satisfies the statement (a). It is easy to see that
K1 = K2=Zp[u1+u2 , z$2 , z1 , ..., zk1].
Then there exist elements [+j]1jk1+k2 , [&j]1jk1+k2 of Zp such that
B(zj++j (u1+u2)+&jz$2 , zi$)=0 (1jk1+k2 , 1i2).
Put z$j+2=zj++j (u1+u2)+&jz$2 for 1jk1 . Then by Proposition 1.2, we
have (b).
Moreover there exist elements
[+j]k1+k2+1jk1+k2+2 , [&j]k1+k2+1jk1+k2+2 ,
of Zp such that
B(zj++jz$1+&jz$2 , zi$)=0 (k1+k2+1jk1+k2+2, 1i2).
Put
zj$={zj++jz$1+&jz$2 ,zj ,
k1+k2+1jk1+k2+2
k1+k2+3jk.
Then we can easily see that the statements (c), (d), and (e) are satisfied by
such zj$’s. This completes the proof. K
Proposition 2.2. Let m1 , m2 and n be non-negative integers such that
m=m1+m2 . Let K=Zp[z1 , ..., zm+n] and W=Zp[w1 , ..., wn] be quadratic
modules over Zp such that
(B(zi , zj))1i, jm+n=A = B, (B(wi , wj))1i, jn=On ,
where A=V = U is unimodular and a canonical form, and B=(bij) is
a non-degenerate matrix of degree n such that b11 # 4pZp . Put M1=
Zp[z1 , ..., zm1], M2=Zp[zm1+1 , ..., zm], M=M1 = M2 , N=Zp[zm+1 , ...,
zm+n] and W1=Zp[w1]. Let ,1 # Le(W1 , K) such that PrK  N ,1(w1)=
zm+1.
(1) Let p{2. Assume that PrK  M1 ,1(W1) /3 pM1 . Then there exist
elements [zi$]3im+n of K such that
(B(zi$ , zj$))3i, jm+n=A(1) = B
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and
*Le(W, K ; M, N ; w, v; W1 , ,1)=*Le(W , K$; M$, N$; w$, v$),
where W =Zp[w2 , ..., wn], M$=Zp[z$3 , ..., z$m+1], N$=Zp[z$m+2, ..., z$m+n],
w$=[w2 , ..., wn] and v$=[z$m+2 , ..., z$m+n].
(2) Let p=2. Assume that PrK  M1 ,1(W1) /3 pM1 or U{1 = &1.
Then there exist elements [zi$]3im+n of K such that
(B(zi$ , zj$))3i, jm+n=A(1) = B
and
*Le(W, K ; M, N ; w, v; W1 , ,1)=*Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$ ; w$, v$),
where the notations are the same as in (1).
(3) Let p=2. Assume that PrK  M ,1(W1) /3 pM and PrK  M1 ,1(W1)
/pM1 and U=1 = &1, then there exist elements [zi$]3im+n of K such
that
(B(zi$ , zj$))3i, jm+n=A* = B
and
*Le(W, K ; M, N ; w, v; W1 , ,1)=*Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$ ; w$, v$),
where the notations are the same as in (1).
Proof. We shall prove only (1) since the proof of (2) and (3) is a slight
modification of (1). Put z$1=,1(w1). Then we have
B(z$1 , z$1)=0 mod pe. (2.1)
Put Ki=Mi for i=1, 2 and K3=N. Then for the modules K1 , ..., K3 , and
the elements z$1 , [zi]1im+n stated above, there exist elements
[zi$]2im+n satisfying the conditions (a)t(e) of Lemma 2.2 (1). Let
zj$= :
m+n
i=1
!ijzi (1jm+n) with (!ij) # GLm+n(Zp). (2.2)
Then by (a), (d) and (e) of Lemma 2.2, the matrix (!ij)1i, jm+n can be
expressed as
(!ij)=\511521
512
0
513
E + . (2.3)
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The assumption that PrK  N ,1(w1)=zm+1 implies
521=\ 10n&1, 1+ . (2.4)
Then by (a)t(e) of Lemma 2.2, we have
(B(zi$ , zj$))3i, jm+n=A(1) = B.
Thus, it suffices to prove that there exists a bijection of
Le(W, K ; M, N ; w, v ; W1 , ,1) to Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$ ; w$, v$). To prove this
define an element ,$ of HomZp(W , K$) by ,$=PrK  K$ , | W . Then ,$
belongs to Le(W , K$). In fact for 1jn
,(wj)= :
m+n
i=1
xijzi with (xij) # Mm+n, n(Zp). (2.5)
Then for 1jn we have
,(wj)= :
m+n
i=1
x$ij zi$ (2.6)
with
xij= :
m+n
a=1
!iax$aj . (2.7)
Since ,(w1)#z$1 mod pe and ,$(wj)=,(wj)&x$1jz$1&x$2j z$2 (2jn), we
have B(,(w1), ,(wj))#B(z$1 , x$1j z$1+x$2j z$2)#0 mod pe for 2jn. Thus
by (2.3) and (a) of Lemma 2.2 (1) we have x$2j#0 mod pe for 2jn.
Thus we have
B(,$(wi), ,$(wj))#B(,(wi), ,(wj)) mod pe for any 2i, jn. (2.8)
Since B(,(wi), ,(wj))#B(wi , wj) mod pe for any 2i, jn, ,$ belongs to
Le(W , K$). Furthermore by (2.3), (2.4) and (2.7), we have xij#x$ij mod pe
(m+2im+n, 2jn). Thus we have for 1in&1, 1jn&1,
PrK  N ,(wj)=$ijzm+i if and only if PrK$  N$ ,$(wj+1)=$ijz$m+i+1 .
(2.9)
Thus ,$ belongs to Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$ ; w$, v$). Thus we can define a map-
ping ? from Le(W, K ; M, N ; w, v ; W1 , ,1) to Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$ ; w$, v$) by
?(,)=,$.
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Let , be an element of Le(W, K ; M, N ; w, v ; W1 , ,1). Then by (2.2), (2.4)
and (2.7)), we have
xm+1, j=x$1j+x$m+1, j . (2.10)
Then we have for 2jn
PrK  N(,(wj))=$1j vm+1 if and only if x$1j#&x$m+1, j mod pe,
(2.11)
this shows the injectivity of ?.
Lastly we prove ? is surjective. Take an element ,$ in Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$;
w$, v$) and put
,$(wj)= :
m+n
i=3
y$ij zi$ (2jn).
Put y$1j=&y$m+1, j and and define a mapping , from W to K by
,(w$1)=z$1 , ,(wj)=&y$1j z$1+ :
m+n
i=3
y$ijzi$ (2jn).
Then by construction and (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), we have
, # Le(W, K ; M, N ; w, v; W1 , ,1) and ?(,)=,$.
Thus we complete the proof. K
Remark 2.3. (1) Under the above notation we see easily that
*Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$ ; w$, v$)=*Ae(n&1, &B, A(1))
or
*Le(W , K$ ; M$, N$ ; w$, v$)=*Ae(n&1, &B, A*)
according as in (1), (2) or in (3).
(2) In the above proposition, assume that N=N1 = N , where N1
and N are quadratic submodules of rank 1 and n&1, respectively, and
M=(A) is unimodular and ,1 # Le(N$1 , M), where for a quadratic module
L=(S) we write L$=(&S). Then by Proposition 1.3 and Proposi-
tion 2.3 we have
*Le(N$, M ; ,1)=*Le(N $, M (1) = N1)
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or
*Le(N$, M ; ,1)=*Le(N $, M* = N1)
where M (1)=(A(1)) and M*=(A*) according as the case (1), (2) or (3)
in Proposition 2.3. A part of the former case is nothing but [2, Proposi-
tion 2.2 (1.b)].
Summarizing Proposition 1.3 and Proposition 2.3, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.4. Let A=V = U and B be as the same in Proposi-
tion 2.2. Let 5= t(51 52 53) # Ae(b11 , A), where 51 # (ZppeZp)m1,
52 # (Zp peZp)m2 and e2. Assume that
\5152+0 mod p.
(1) Let p{2. Assume that 510 mod p. Then we have
*Ae(B, A ; 5)=*Ae(n&1; B, A(1)).
(2) Let p=2. Assume that 510 mod p or U{1 = &1. Then we
have
*Ae(B, A ; 5)=*Ae(n&1; B, A(1)).
(3) Let p=2. Assume that 51#0 mod p and U=1 = &1. Then we
have
*Ae(B, A ; 5)=*Ae(n&1; B, A*).
Remark 2.5. Assume that the level of T # St&1(Zp) is equal to or
smaller than &(2&1b1)&1. Then the matrix T +b1( yi yj)1i, jt&1 is equiv-
alent to T for any ( yi) # Zt&1p . Thus for any symmetric matrix S we have
*Ae(t&1; b1 = T , S)= :
( yi) # (ZppeZp)t&1
*Ae(T +b1( yi yj)1i, jt&1 , S )
=pe(t&1)*Ae(T , S ).
Thus we have
:p(t&1; b1 = T , S )=:p(T , S ).
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We shall make a distinction of the following types as above.
(case I) p{2,
(case II) p=2 and U{1 = &1,
(case III) p=2 and U=1 = &1.
The next theorem in the case for p{2 and that B is diagonal is given in
[2]. On the other hand, we get here the generalized formula without such
restrictions.
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a symmetric unimodular matrix and B be a non-
degenerate matrix as above. Then we have
:p(B, A)&p&m+n+1:p(B[ p&1 = En&1], A)
;p(0, A) :p(n&1; B, A(1)), (case I),
={ p&2[;p(0, A*)+;p(tr(&U ), A*)] :p(n&1; B, A(1)), (case II),p&1;p(0, A*) :p(n&1; B, A(1))+p&m+3:p(n&1; B, A*), (case III),
where we make the convention that :p(n&1; B, A (1))=0 if the Witt index of
A is 0 and that ;p(tr(&U ), A*)=0 if U=<.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.5 it can be proved by
an argument similar to that in [2, Theorem 2.6]. K
Proposition 2.7. Let e0 be an integer. Let S and T be non-degenerate
symmetric matrices of degree s, t&1 respectively, and T be of level pl.
Assume that le0+1&$2p . Then we have for a sufficiently large e
w(1&p&s+t&1) pe(&st+t(t+1)2)pe0&e :
a # Zppe&e0Zp
*Ae( pe0a = T, S)
= :
a # Zp
_(Zp
_)2
[(1&p&1&p&s+t&1) :p( pe0a = T, S)
+(1&p&1) p&1:p( pe0+1a = T, S)+p&2:p( pe0+2a = T, S)],
where a runs over all elements of Z_p (Z
_
p )
2 and w=*(Z_p (Z
_
p )
2).
Proof. We shall prove only the case p{2, since the same argument
holds for the case p=2.
Let e be a non-negative integer such that e0e&3. Put
A= .
a # Zppe&e0Zp
Ae( pe0a = T, S ).
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Then we have
*A= :
a # Zppe&e0Zp
*Ae( pe0a = T, S )
= :
1
i=0
:
a # Zppe&e0Zp , ordp(a)=i
*Ae( pe0a = T, S)
+ :
a # Zppe&e0Zp , ordp(a)2
*Ae( pe0a = T, S).
It can be easily verified that for i=0, 1 and a sufficiently large e we have
p(&st+t(t+1)2) epe0&e :
a # Zppe&e0Zp , ordp(a)=i
*Ae( pe0a = T, S)
=w&1(1&p&1) p&i :
a # Zp
_ (Zp
_)2
:p( pe0+ia = T, S).
Further we have
:
a # Zppe&e0Zp , ordp(a)2
*Ae( pe0a = T, S)= :
a # Zppe&e0&2Zp
*Ae( pe0+2a = T, S)
=*B+*C,
where
B= .
5#0 mod p
.
a # Zppe&e0&2Zp
Ae( pe0+2a = T, S ; 5),
C= .
50 mod p
.
a # Zppe&e0&2Zp
Ae( pe0+2a = T, S ; 5).
Put
D= .
a # Zppe&e0&2Zp
.
y # (ZppZp)
t&1
Ae \\ p
e0a
pe&1ty
pe&1y
T +, S+ .
For each (s, t)-matrix X=(xij), we define an (s, t)-matrix X$=(x$ij) by
x$i1=pxi1 and x$ij=xij for 1is, 2jt. Then the map 8 from Mst(Zp)
peMst(Zp) to itself defined by 8(X )=X$ induces a surjection from B to D
and for each X$ # D we have *8&1(X$)=ps. Thus we have
*B=p&s*D.
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It follows from the assumption on l, e0 , and e that for any y the matrix
\ p
e0a
pe&1ty
pe&1y
T +
is equivalent to
\00
0
T+ or \
pe0a
0
0
T+
over Zp according as a=0 or not. Thus we have
*D=pt&1*A.
Thus we have
*B=p&s+t&1*A.
On the other hand, by the same manner in the proof of Theorem 2.6 in
[2], we have
:
50 mod p
ae( pe0a = T, S ; 5)=;p(0, A) :p(t&1; pe0a = T, S (1)).
Thus combining Remark 2.5 we have
pe(&st+t(t+1)2)pe0&e*C
=p&2;p(0, A) :p(T, S (1))
=w&1p&2 :
a # Zp
_ (Zp
_)2
[:p( pe0+2a = T, S)&p&s+t+1:p( pe0a = T, S )].
Thus the assertion holds. K
3. CONCRETE FORMULAE
In this section we give some concrete formulae for local densities to get
an interesting result.
We set
;p(0, A) :p(B, A(1)), (case I),
f (B)={ p&2[;p(0, A*)+;p(tr(&U ), A*)] :p(B, A(1)), (case II),p&1;p(0, A*) :p(B, A(1))+p&m+3:p(B, A*), (case III).
First assume that p{2.
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be as above. Let B=prB1 = B2 with deg B12 and
ps the level of B2 .
(1) Let rs+1 and B1=(c) with c # Z_p . Then we have
:p(B, A)&p&m+n+1:p(B[ p&1 = En&1], A)=f (B2).
(2) Let rs+1 and B1=c11 = c12 with &c11c&112  (Z
_
p )
2. Then we
have
:p(B, A)&p&m+n+1:p(B[ p&1 = En&1], A)
=p&1 :
p
a=1
f ( pr(c11a2+c12) = B2).
(3) Let rs and B1=H. Then we have
:p(B, A)&p&m+n+1:p(B[ p&1 = En&1], A)
=
1
2(1&p&m+n)
:
a
[(1&p&1&p&m+n) f ( pra = B2)
+(1&p&1) p&1f ( pr+1a = B2)+p&2f ( pr+2a = B2)],
where a runs over a complete set of representatives of Z_p (Z
_
p )
2.
Proof. (1) The assertion can be prove by combining Remark 2.5 and
Theorem 2.6.
(2) By Theorem 2.6, we have
:p(B, A)&p&m+n+1:p(B[ p&1 = En&1], A)
=;p(0, A) :p( prc12 = B2 , A(1) = &prc11).
By assumption, c11 y2+c12 is a unit for any y # Zp .
Thus we have
:p( prc12 = B2 , A(1) = &prc11)=p&1 :
p
a=1
:p( pr(c11 a2+c12) = B2 , A(1)).
Thus the assertion holds.
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(3) For a sufficiently large e we have
*Ae(n&1; B, A(1))
= :
( yj) # M1, n&1(ZppeZp)
*Ae \\ 2p
ry1
pr } ty$
pry$
B2 + , A(1)+
= :
( yj) # M1, n&1(ZppeZp)
*Ae \\2p
ry1&p2rB&12 [
ty$]
0
0
B2+ , A(1)+ ,
where ty$=( y2 , ..., yn&1). By assumption, 2pry1&p2rB&12 [
ty$] # prZp peZp
for any ( y1 , ..., yn&1) # (ZppeZp)n&1. Thus the map 8 from (ZppeZp)n&1
to prZp peZp given by 8(( y1 , ..., yn&1))=2pry1&p2rB&12 [
ty$] is a surjec-
tion and for any y # prZp , we have *8&1( y)=pe(n&2)+r. Thus we have
*Ae(n&1; B, A(1))=pe(n&2)+r :
a # Zppe&rZp
*Ae( pra = B2 , A(1)).
Thus the assertion holds by applying Theorem 2.6 and Proposi-
tion 2.7. K
Corollary 3.2. Let B1 , B2 and B3 be non-degenerate symmetric
matrices of level pl1, pl2 and pl3, respectively, with entries in Zp . Put
B=prB1 = pr&2B2 = B3 . Assume that B is a canonical form, B1 is a
unimodular matrix of degree 2, l21 and rl3+1. Put B 1=( p&1b1),
p&1b1 = pb2 or H according as B1=(b1), b1 = b2 with &b1b2  (Z_p )2, or H.
Then we have
:p(B, A)&p&m+n+1:p( pr&1B 1 = pr&2B2 = B3 , A)
=:
B$
c(B$ ; B1 , B2) f ( pr&2B$ = B3),
where B$ runs over a certain finitely many symmetric matrices of degree
deg B1+deg B2&1, and c(B$ ; B1 , B2) is a rational number determined by
B1 , B2 and A such that
:
B$
c(B$ ; B1 , B2)=1.
Next we consider the case for p=2. We have only to analize
:2(n&1; B, A(1)) since the same argument holds for :2(n&1; B, A*)
without any modification. Moreover, if deg(B)=1, then a recursion for-
mula is obtained easily, so we assume deg(B)>1.
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Theorem 3.3. Let B==ri=0 2
i(Ui = Vi) be a canonical form with
deg Ui=ki as above.
(1) Assume that Ur=(cr) and Vr=<. Put
Br&1=2Ur&1 = Ur&2 = 2Vr&1 ,
and
Br&2==r&3i=0 2iUi == r&2i=0 2 iVi .
Then we have
:2(B, A)&2&m+n+1:2(2r&2cr = 2r&2Br&1 = Br&2 , A)
=8&lr&1&kr&1&kr&2 :
( yi)
f (2r&2Br&1(( yi)) = Br&2),
where ( yi) runs over all elements of (Z2 8Z2) lr+kr&1+kr&2 and Br&1(( yi)) is
a certain symmetric matrix of degree lr+kr&1+kr&2 with entries in Z2
determined by Br&1 and ( yi) such that &(det Br&1(( yi)))3.
(2) Assume that Ur=cr1 = cr2 with cr1 , cr2 # Z_2 and Vr=<. Put
Br&1=Ur&1
and
Br&2==r&2i=0 2iUi == r&1i=1 2 iVi .
For Ur put U r=Ur , &Ur , Y, or H according as &cr1cr2#&1 mod 8,
&cr1cr2#3 mod 8, &cr1cr2#5 mod 8, or &cr1cr2#1 mod 8. Then we have
:2(B, A)&2&m+n+1:2(2r&1U r = 2r&1Br&1 = Br&2 , A)
=8&kr&1&1 :
( yi)
f (2r&1Br&1(( yi)) = Br&2),
where ( yi) runs over all elements of (Z2 8Z2)kr&1+1 and Br&1(( yi)) is a cer-
tain symmetric matrix of degree kr&1+1 determined by Br&1 and ( yi) such
that &(det Br&1(( yi)))3.
(3) Assume that Vr=Y. Let
Br&1=2Ur ,
and
Br&2==r&1i=0 2
i(Ui = Vi).
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Then we have
:2(B, A)&2&m+n+1:2(2r&1(1 = 3) = 2r&1Br&1 = Br&2 , A)
=2&kr&1 :
( yi)
f (Br&1(( yi)) = Br&2),
where ( yi) runs over all elements of (Z2 8Z2)kr+1 and Br&1(( yi)) is a certain
symmetric matrix of degree kr+1 determined by Br&1 and (( yi)) such that
&(det Br&1(( yi)))3.
(4) Let
Vr=H= } } } =H
lr&1
= Yr with lr1.
We set
g=:2(2rH = Br , A)&2&m+n+1:2(2r&1H = Br , A).
(4.1) Assume that Ur&1=<. Then
g=(1&2&m+n)&1 :
a
[(2&3&2&m+n&2) f (2r+1a = Br)
+2&4f (2r+2a = Br)+2&4f (2r+3a = Br)],
where a runs over complete set of representations of Z_2 (Z
_
2 )
2.
(4.2) Assume that Ur=(cr) or cr1 = cr2 . Then
g=:
a
[2&3f (2ra = Br)+(1&2&m+n)&1 (2&4&2&m+n+3) f (2r+1a = Br)
+2&5f (2r+2a = Br)+2&5f (2r+3a = Br)],
where a runs over a complete set of representations of Z_2 (Z
_
2 )
2.
Proof. (1) First remark that Vr&1== lr&1i=1 H by (C.2) in the definition
of canonical form. Put B$r&1=2r&1(Ur&1 = Vr&1) = 2r&2Ur&2 = Br&2. By
Theorem 2.6, we have
:2(2rcr = B$r&1 , A)=2&m+n+1:2(2r&2cr = B$r&1 , A)+f (2rcr = B$r&1).
Further we have
*Ae(n&1; 2rcr = B$r&1, A(1))
= :
( yi) # (Z2 2eZ2)n&1
*Ae(B$r&1+2r(cr yi yj)2i, jn , A(1)),
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and B$r&1+2r(cr yi yj)2i, jn is non-degenerate over Zp peZp and its deter-
minant does not depend on e for a sufficiently large e for any ( y2 , ..., yn) #
Zn&12 . Thus we have
:2(n&1; 2rcr = B$r&1 , A(1))
=2&e(n&1) :
( yi) # (Z2 2eZ2)n&1
:2(B$r&1+2r(cr yi yj)2i, jn , A (1)).
In particular, Br&2+2r(cr yi yj) lr&1+kr&1+kr&2+2i, jn is equivalent, over
Z2 , to Br&2 for any ( yi)2ilr&1+kr&1+kr&2 # Z
lr&1+kr&1+kr&2&1
2 . Thus the
assertion holds.
(2) For the matrix Ur , put
U r=\cr1+cr2cr2
cr2
2cr2+ .
Then Ur is equivalent, over Z2 to U r , and 2rU r[ p&1 = 1]=2r&1U r . Thus,
by applying Theorem 2.6 to 2rUr = Br&1 = Br&2 the assertion can be
proved similarly to (1).
(3) The assertion can be proved similarly to (1) noting that
2rY[ p&1 = 1] is equivalent to 2r&1(1 = 3).
(4) Similarly to (3) of Theorem 3.1, we have
*Ae(n&1; 2rH = Br , A(1))
=* {\( yj)X + # Mm&1, n&1(Z2 2eZ2);
A(1)[X]#\2
r+1y1&22rB&1r [
ty$]
0
0
Br+ mod 2e= ,
where ty$=( y2 , ..., yn&1).
(4.1) First let deg(Ur)=2. By assumption, 2r+1y1&22rB&1r [
ty$] #
2r+1Z2 2eZ2 for any ( y2 , ..., yn&1) # Zn&12 . Thus similarly to (3) of
Theorem 3.1, we have
*Ae(n&1; 2rH = Br , A(1))
=2e(n&2)+r+1 :
a # Z2 2e&r&1Z2
*Ae(2r+1a = Br , A(1)),
thus the assertion holds.
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(4.2) By assumption 22rB&1r [
ty$]=2r 2j=1 crj y
2
2lr+j+2
r+1b with
b # Z2 for any ( y1 , ..., yn) # Zn2 . Thus 2
r+1y1&22rB&1r [
ty$] # 2rZ_2 or
# 2r+1Z2 according as exactly one of y2lr+1 and y2lr+2 is unit, or not. In the
former case, for each such ( y2lr+1 , y2lr+2) # (Z2 2
eZ2)
2 and a fixed
c # (2rZ_2 +2
eZ2)2eZ2 the mapping 8c from (Z2 2eZ2)n&3 to [c] defined
by
8c(( y1 , ..., y2lr , y2lr+3 , ..., yn&1))=2
r+1y1&22rB&1r [
ty$]
is a surjection and 8&1c (c)=2
e(n&4)+r+1. In the latter case, for each such
( y2lr+1 , y2lr+2) # (Z2 2
eZ2)
2 the mapping 8$ from (Z2 2eZ2)n&3 to
2r+1Z2 2eZ2 defined by
8$(( y1 , ..., y2lr , y2lr+3 , ..., yn&1))=2
r+1y1&22rB&1r [
ty$]
is a surjection and for each x # 2r+1Z2 2eZ2 we have 8$&1(x)=
2e(n&4)+r+1. Thus we have
*Ae(n&1; 2rH = Br , A (1))
=22e&1+e(n&4)+r+1 { :c # (2rZ2_+Z2)2eZ2 *Ae(c = Br , A
(1))
+ :
a # Z2 2e&r&1Z2
*Ae(2r+1a = Br , A(1)=
=2e(n&1)&3 :
a # Z2
_(Z2
_)2
*Ae(2ra = Br , A (1))
+2e(n&2)+r :
a # Z2 2e&r&1Z2
*Ae(2r+1a = Br , A(1)),
thus the assertion follows similarly to (1.1) in this theorem. Similarly, the
assertion holds for deg(Ur)=1. K
Corollary 3.4. Let B1 , B2 and B3 be non-degenerate symmetric
matrices of level 2l1, 2l2 and 2l3, respectively, with entries in Z2 . Put B=
2rB1 = 2r&2B2 = B3 . Assume that B is a canonical form, B1 is a unimodular
matrix of degree 2, l21 and rl3+1. Put B 1=2&1B1 , B 1 , 1 = 3, or H
according as B1=(b1), b1 = b2 , Y, or H, where ‘‘
.
 ’’ is the same as in
Theorem 3.3 (2). Then we have
:2(B, A)&2&m+n+1:2(2r&1B 1 = 2r&2B2 = B3 , A)
=:
B$2
c(B ; B1 , B2) f (2r&2B$ = B3),
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where B$ runs over a certain finitely many symmetric matrices of degree
deg B1+deg B2&1, and c(B$ ; B1 , B2) is a rational number determined by
B1 , B2 and A such that
:
B$
c(B$ ; B1 , B2)=1.
4. RATIONALITY THEOREM
For non-degenerate matrices A, B1 , ..., Bs of degree m, n1 , ..., ns , respec-
tively, with entries in Zp , define the formal power series (cf. [3])
R((B1 , ..., Bs), A ; x1 , ..., xs)
= :
e1 } } } es0
:p( pe1B1= } } } =pesBs , A) xe11 } } } x
es
s .
If s=1, the above series is nothing but the one defined by Kitaoka in [5].
Let 2p be a complete set of representatives of Z_p (Z
_
p )
2, and put
4n, p=[(b1 , ..., bn); bi # 2p]
or
{(B1 , ..., Bs); deg(B1)+ } } } +deg(Bs)=n,
Bi=\01
1
0+ , \
2
1
1
2+ or deg(Bi)=1 and Bi # 2p=
according as p{2 or =2. Then the set of power series
[R((B1 , ..., Bs), A ; x1 , ..., xs)] (B1 , ..., Bs) # 4n, p
gives complete information on the local densities :p(B, A) for all B of
degree n and A. Therefore it is important to study these power series. Con-
cluding result in the section is as follows:
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a symmetric unimodular matrix with entries in
Zp . Let B be a non-degenerate symmetric matrix with entries in Zp , and has
the following decomposition: B=B1= } } } =Bs . Let r be the Witt index of A.
Then R((B1 , ..., Bs), A ; x1 , ..., xs) is a rational function of x1 , ..., xs with a
denominator
‘
s
k=1
‘
lk
i=0
(1&p(n1+ } } } +nk&i)(&m+n+i+1)(x1 } } } xk)2) ‘
s
k=1
(1&x1 } } } xs) l $k,
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where lk=min(n1+ } } } +nk&1, r) and l $k=1 or 0 according as r
n1+ } } } +nk or not.
Corollary 4.2. If s=1, then R(B, A ; x) is a rational function of x with
a denominater
‘
l
i=0
(1&p(n&i)(&m+n+i+1)x2)(1&x) l $,
where l=min(n&1, r) and l $=1 or 0 according as rn or not.
To determine the denominator of formal power series, we need the
following.
Proposition 4.3. Let A be as above, and B1 and B2 symmetric matrices
of degree n1 , n2 , respectively. Put n=n1+n2 . Let pb2 be the level of B2 if
n2>0. Put l=min(n1&1, r), where r is the Witt index of A, and n=n1+n2 .
Let e be an integer such that eb2+2l+$2p+2.
(1) Assume that B1 is not maximal. Then there exists a maximal
matrix B 1 such that deg B1=deg B 1 , &(det B1)&&(det B 1) is a positive even
integer, and
:p( peB1 = B2 , A)&p(&m+n+1) b1:p( peB 1 = B2 , A)
=:
B$1
c(B$1 , B1 , A) f ( pe&2B$1 = B2),
where b1=(&(det B1)&&(det B 1))2, B$1 runs over finitely many symmetric
matrices of degree n1&1, and c(B$1 , B1 , A) is a rational number determined
by B$1 , B1 and A such that
c(B$1 , B1 , A)=
1&p(&m+n+1) b1
1&p&m+n+1
.
(2) Assume that B1 is maximal. Then we have
:p( peB1 = B2 , A)&p(&m+n+1) n1:p( pe&2B1 = B2 , A)
=:
B$1
c(B$1 , B1 , A) f ( pe&1B$1 = B2),
where B$1 runs over finitely many symmetric matrices of degree n1&1, and
c(B$1 , B1 , A) is a rational number determined by B$1 , B1 and A such that
c(B$1 , B1 , A)=
1&p(&m+n+1) n1
1&p&m+n+1
.
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Proof. We note that a maximal matrix is equivalent, over Zp , to a
matrix of the form
pU1 = U2 = V1 ,
where U1 , U2 and V1 are the ones in Section 1, and in particular
deg(U1)1 if p=2. Thus the assertion can be easily proved by using
Corollary 3.2 or 3.4, repeatedly. K
For each non-negative integers i, j and k such that 1ki, put (cf. [3])
#(i, j, k)=(&1)k :
0i1< } } } <iki&1
p(i&i1)( j+i1) } } } p(i&ik)( j+ik).
Here we understand that #(i, j, 0)=1. We can see easily that
‘
i&1
k=0
(1&p(i&k)( j+k)x)= :
i
k=0
#(i, j, k) xk.
Theorem 4.4. Let the notations and the assumptions be the same as in
Proposition 4.3. Then we have
:
l+1
i=0
#(n1 , &m+n+1, i ) :p( pe&2iB1 = B2 , A)
=, ‘
l
i=0
1&p(n1&i)(&m+n+i+1)
1&p&m+n+i+1
(i ),
where
,={
;p(Ol+1 , A) :p(B2 , A (l+1)), (case I),
p&2(l+1):p(B2 , A (l+1)), (case II),
p&(l+1);p(Ol+1 , A*)[:p(B2 , A(l+1))
+3&1p5&m( p2l&1) ;p(0, A*(l ))&1 :p(B2 , A*(l ))], (case III),
and
(i )={1,;p(0, A*(i ))+;p(tr(&U ), A*(i )),
(case I, III)
(case II).
Here we make the convention that :p(B2 , A(l+1))=1 or 0 if n=n1 or l=r,
respectively.
Proof. We shall prove the case for p{2 only since the case for p=2
can be proved in the same manner.
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We prove the assertion by induction on n1 . The assertion clearly holds
if n1=1. Assume that the assertion holds for n1&1. First assume that B1
is maximal. Then by (2) of Proposition 4.3, we have
:p( peB1 = B2 , A)&p(&m+n+1) n1:p( pe&2B1 = B2 , A)
=;p(0, A) :
B$1
c(B$1 , B1 , A) :p( pe&1B$1 = B2 , A (1)),
where B$1 and the others are ones in (2) of Proposition 4.3. By the inductive
hypothesis, we have
:
l
i=0
#(n1&1, &m+n+2, i ) :p( pe&2i&1B$1 = B2 , A(1))
= ‘
l&1
i=0
1&p(n1&i&1)(&m+n+i+2)
1&p&m+n+i+2
;p(Ol , A(1)) :p(B2 , (A(1))(l ))
for any such B$1 . Thus we have
:
l+1
i=0
#(n1 , &m+n+1, i ) :p( pe&2iB1 = B2 , A)
=;p(0, A) :
B$
c(B$1 , B1 , A) :
l
i=0
#(n1&1, &m+n+2, i)
_:p( pe&2i&1B$1 = B2 , A(1))
=;p(Ol+1 , A) :
B$
c(B$1 , B1 , A) ‘
l&1
i=0
1&p (n1&i&1)(&m+n+i+2)
1&p&m+n+i+2
_:p(B2 , A(l+1))
= ‘
l
i=0
1&p (n1&i )(&m+n+i+1)
1&p&m+n+i+1
;p(Ol+1 , A) :p(B2 , A(l+1)).
Note that ;p(0, A) ;p(Ol , A(1))=;p(Ol+1 , A). Thus the assertion holds.
Next assume that B1 is not maximal. Then by (1) of Proposition 4.3
there exists a maximal matrix B 1 such that we have
:p( peB1 = B1 , A)&p(&m+n+1) b1:p( pe&2B 1 = B2 , A)
=;p(0, A) :
B$1
c(B$1 , B1 , A) :p( pe&2B$1 = B2 , A (1)),
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where B$1 runs over finitely many even matrices of degree n1&1, and
c(B$1 , B1 , A) is a rational number determined by B$1 and A such that
:
B$1
c(B$1 , B1 , A)=
1&p(&m+n+1) b1
1&p&m+n+1
.
Thus we have
:
l+1
i=0
#(n1 , &m+n+1, i ) :p( pe&2iB1 = B2 , A)
=p(&m+n+1) b1 :
l+1
i=0
#(n1 , &m+n+1, i ) :p( pe&2iB 1 = B2 , A)
+;p(0, A) :
B$1
c(B$1 , B1 , A) :
l+1
i=0
#(n1 , &m+n+1, i )
_:p( pe&2i&2B$1 = B2 , A(1)).
By the inductive hypothesis the second term on the right-hand side of the
above is
(1&p(&m+n+1) b1) ‘
l
i=0
1&p(n1&i )(&m+n+i+1)
1&p&m+n+i+1
;p(Ol+1 , A) :p(B2 , A (l+1)).
Thus the assertion holds. K
Using Theorem 4.4, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5. Let A be as above. Let B1 , ..., Bs be non-degenerate
symmetric matices of degree n1 , ..., ns , respectively, with entries in Zp . Let pai be
the level of Bi and a1< } } } <as . Put l=min(n1 , r) and l0=l+$2p . Then we have
‘
l
i=0
(1&p(n1&i )(&m+n+i+1)x21) R((B1 , ..., Bs), A ; x1 , ..., xs)
= :
l0
i=0
x2i1 :
i
j=0
#(n1 , &m+n+1, i&j )
_R((diag( p2jB1 , B2), B3 , ..., Bs), A ; x1x2 , x3 , ..., xs)
+ :
l0
i=0
x2i+11 :
i
j=0
#(n1 , &m+n+1, i&j )
_R((diag( p2j+1B1 , B2), B3 , ..., Bs), A ; x1x2 , x3 , ..., xs)
+ ‘
l
i=0
1&p(n1&i )(&m+n+i+1)
1&p&m+n+i+1
x2l0+21
1&x1
$,
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where
$={
;p(Ol+1 , A) R((B2 , ..., Bs), A(l+1); x1 x2 , x3 , ..., xs), (case I),
p&2l0[;p(0, A*(i ))+;p(tr(&U ), A*(i ))]
_R((B2 , ..., Bs), A(l0); x1x2 , x3 , ..., xs), (case II)
p&l0;p(Ol0 , A*)[((B2 , ..., Bs), A
(l0); x1x2 , x3 , ..., xs)
+3&1p5&m( p2l&1) ;p(0, A*(l ))&1
_R((B2 , ..., Bs), A*(l ); x1x2 , x3 , ..., xs)], (case III).
Here we make the convention that R((diag( p jB1 , B2), B3 , =, Bs), A ;
x1 x2 , x3 , ..., xs)=:p( p jB1 , A) if s=1 and R((B2 , ..., Bs), A (l+1); x1x2 ,
x3 , ..., xs)=1 or 0 if s=1 or r=l, respectively, and j $k=jk or jk+1
according as p{2 or not, respectively.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is directly proved by Proposition 4.5. K
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